
Aman jaiswal 
Student at Thakur College Of Engineering and Technology 
Dedicated Computer Engineering student aiming to become a globally component individual with
programming skills along with leaderships / problem solving , Passionate about coding and ability to
perform in a team and want to grow up my skills in technical as well as Non-technical domain . 

amanjais160@gmail.com 9359581479 

mumbai, India youtube.com/channel/UC-45rpywhOHVT2j55Dm9OCQ 

linkedin.com/in/aman-jaiswal-6b8b94211 github.com/Amanj-18 

EDUCATION 
B.E Computer Engineering 
Thakur College Of Engineering and
Technology 
02/2021 - Present,  

HSC 
Thakur Vidya Mandir High School and Junior
College 
06/2018 - Present,  - Percentage : 81.54% 

PROJECTS 
Anemocheck (08/2021 - 09/2021)   

Developed a Anemocheck website , where all the details about
anemia are shown on the home page . 

Implemented a feature to sort the anemia rating and also add a
blog section to increase the awareness of anemia and what are the
precaution to be taken . 

Technology used : Html , CSS , JavaScript . 

IPL Clone Website (01/2022 - 02/2022)   
Developed a IPl clone website , where all the details about ipl along
with teams and players name . 

Show the info. about who had won the purple , orange cap , most
sixes , most run , most wicket taken , valuable player of the year ,
etc. 

Technology used : HTML , CSS , Javascript . 

Bus Ticket Booking(12/2021-01/2022) 
Developed a bus ticket booking website , where all the details
about available bus ticket . 

user can login using id and password and then can see the available
seats . 

Technology used : java , netbeans , mysql . 

Frontend mini project (07/2021 - 08/2021)   
From this website we can download the games or we can play
online also . 

we can also give feedback of the games to the developers . 

SKILLS 

C/C++ Java CSS Bootstrap MYSQL 

DBMS OOPS Python Leadership 

Video editing 

ACHIEVEMENTS 
Secured 5th rank in Android Jam hackethon organised
by GDSC TCET 

Participate in Spark AR hackathon Organized by Reskill 

Solving 50+ coding problems on hackerrank 

CODING  PROFILE 
Leetcode   

Codechef   

Hackerrank   

CERTIFICATES 
Python Training : Conducted by Spoken Tutorial
(04/2021 - 05/2021)   
IIT Bombay 

HTML & CSS-Certification Course For Beginners
(07/2021 - 08/2021)   
Udemy 

Kaizen Futuretech - C Programming course (24/05/2021
- 29/05/2021)   
Youtube 

Fastrack internship (10/2021 - 10/2021)   
IDigitalPreneur Academy 

INTERNSHIPS 
TCET web development
Intern 
Full Professional Proficiency 

TCET social intern 
Full Professional Proficiency 

EXTRA  CURICULLAR 

EWT Volunteer ISTE Member 
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